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Richard de Bury - Wikipedia Richard de Bury (24 January 1287 â€“ 14 April 1345), also known as Richard Aungerville or Aungervyle, was an English priest,
teacher, bishop, writer, and bibliophile. He was a patron of learning and one of the first English collectors of books. THE PHILOBIBLON OF RICHARD DE BURY
|| The Book Arts Web "The Philobiblon of Richard de Bury, Bishop of Durham, Treasurer and Chancellor of Edward III, edited and translated by Ernest C. Thomas,
Barrister- at-law, late Scholar of Trinity College, Oxford, and Librarian of the Oxford Union. The Love of Books: The Philobiblon of Richard de Bury by ... Richard
de Bury (24 January 1287 â€“ 14 April 1345), also known as Richard Aungerville or Aungervyle, was an English priest, teacher, bishop, writer, and bibliophile. He
was a patron of learning and one of the first English collectors of books.

Richard de Bury | English bishop, diplomat, and scholar ... Richard de Bury, original name Richard Aungerville, (born 1287, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk,
Englandâ€”died 1345, Auckland, Durham, England), scholar, diplomat, and bishop of Durham, who was a noted English bibliophile.. After studying at the University
of Oxford, Richard joined a Benedictine monastery and became a tutor to the future Edward III of England. The love of books : the philobiblon of Richard de Bury ...
This translation appeared first (with the text) under title "The Philobiblon of Richard de Bury ... ed. and tr. by Ernest C. Thomas ..." London, 1888 (50 copies only) 27
35. Philobiblon - University of California, Berkeley PhiloBiblon (which takes its name from Richard de Bury's 14th-c. description of an ideal library) is the corpus of
data catalogued by the PhiloBiblon Project: the romance vernacular sources of medieval and early modern Iberian culture.

Philobiblion, by Richard de Bury : Preface - eBooks â€œThe Philobiblon of Richard de Bury, Bishop of Durham, Treasurer and Chancellor of Edward III, edited and
translated by Ernest C. Thomas, Barrister â€” at-law, late Scholar of Trinity College, Oxford, and Librarian of the Oxford Union. CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA:
Richard de Bury Bishop and bibliophile, b. near Bury St. Edmund's, Suffolk, England, 24 Jan., 1286; d. at Auckland, Durham, England, 24 April, 1345.He was the
son of Sir Richard Aungerville, but was named after his birthplace. He studied at Oxford and became a Benedictine.Having been appointed tutor to Prince Edward,
son of Edward II and Isabella of France, he was exposed to some danger during the stormy. The Love of Books The Philobiblon of Richard De Bury â€•The
Philobiblon of Richard de Bury, Bishop of Durham, Treasurer and Chancellor of Edward III, edited and translated by Ernest C. Thomas, Barrister- at-law, late
Scholar of Trinity College, Oxford, and Librarian of the Oxford Union.

The Philobiblon - Wikipedia The Philobiblon is a collection of essays concerning the acquisition, preservation, and organization of books written by the mediaeval
bibliophile Richard de Bury shortly before his death in 1345. Written in Latin, as was the custom of the day, it is separated into twenty chapters, each covering a
different topic relating to book collecting.
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